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About This Manual

Overview
Introduction

Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started provides an overview of Oracle

Express Analyzer (hereinafter referred to as “Express Analyzer”), explains
how to install it, describes the multidimensional data model, and provides
information about setting up the product.

Intended audience

This document is directed at users who want to perform the following tasks:

� Run briefings that were created by someone else

� Create briefings to distribute to end users

� Perform ad-hoc analysis

� Enhance briefings created in Oracle Express Objects

Express Analyzer documentation set

For a full description of the Express Analyzer documentation set and how
to access it, see Chapter 1. You can also view the full table of contents
online.
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Structure of this document

Oracle Express Analyzer Getting Started contains the following chapters.

� Chapter 1 — Includes a product overview, information to help you
decide what to install, basic installation instructions, and a guide to the
documentation

� Chapter 2 — Describes the multidimensional data model

� Chapter 3 — Explains how to perform complex installations and how
to manage the Oracle home directory and connections to Express

� Chapter 4 — Describes the system requirements

� Chapter 5 — Explains how to upgrade briefings and other product files
that were created in previous versions
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Conventions
Text conventions

You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Convention Usage

Boldface  text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, and field
names.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary
information in tables (e.g., Result ).

Courier  text Indicates examples and anything that you must type exactly
as it appears.

For example:  If you are asked to type show eversion ,
you would type all the characters exactly as shown in the
Courier font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is
used when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or
have labels that change dynamically based on their current
context. The wording of variable text does not exactly match
what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis and for titles of
documents.

SMALL CAPITALS Indicates a key name.

Note:  The UP ARROW, DOWN ARROW, LEFT ARROW, and RIGHT

ARROW keys are collectively referred to as the “arrow keys.”

For example:  The Control key is shown as CTRL.

UPPERCASE text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system
commands, Express commands and objects, and acronyms.

Mouse usage

Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to
use the right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right
buttons, you will need to use the reverse button when following the
procedures in this manual.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences

Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

Format Meaning

KEY1+KEY2 A plus sign (+) between key names means to press and hold down
the first key while pressing the second key. For example, “press
ALT+TAB” means to press and hold down the ALT key while
pressing the TAB key.

KEY1, KEY2 A comma (,) between key names means to press and release the
keys one after the other. For example, “press ALT, F, O” means to
press and release the ALT key, press and release the F key, then
press and release the O key.

Related information

For definitions of basic mouse terms, refer to the Microsoft Windows
documentation.
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Chapter 1

Oracle Express Analyzer
Quick Tour

Overview
Introduction

This chapter provides a brief overview of Oracle Express Analyzer, tells
you how to perform a simple installation, and points you to sources for
more detailed information about the product and how to use it. It also
briefly describes the other products and utilities on the Express Analyzer
CD.

In this chapter

� What Is Oracle Express Analyzer?

� What to Install

� Basic Installation Instructions

� Where Is the Documentation?

� Accessing the Documentation
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What Is Oracle Express Analyzer?
Definition: Oracle Express Analyzer

Oracle Express Analyzer (hereinafter referred to as “Express Analyzer”) is
a product that allows developers to create and publish briefings, which
provide information to end users and allow them to analyze data. Express
Analyzer also serves as the runtime environment for applications that are
created using Oracle Express Objects.

Definition: Briefing

A briefing is a set of pages that contains tables, graphs, and data from other
software products, organized into a meaningful and accessible presentation.
Users run a briefing in order to look at the data being presented — just as
they would read a printed briefing book. They can also explore and
manipulate their data directly for ad-hoc query and reporting.

The data displayed in a briefing can reside in a relational database, such as
Oracle7, or in an Express database, which is specifically designed for
on-line analytical processing (OLAP).

Definition: Express

Express is the multidimensional database engine that underlies Oracle’s
OLAP technology. The term Express refers to any of the following:

� Oracle Express Server (hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”)
release 5.0.x or release 6.1.x

� Personal Express release 5.0.x

What tasks can you perform with Express Analyzer?

You can use Express Analyzer for any of the following purposes:

� To run briefings created by someone else

� To create briefings to distribute to end users

� To perform ad-hoc analysis
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� To run applications created using Oracle Express Objects

� To edit briefings created using Oracle Express Objects

What to Install
Contents of the CD

The Express Analyzer CD includes a number of products and utilities in
addition to Express Analyzer, as shown in the following table. Although
this table lists all the products and utilities on the CD, you can install only
the set available in your particular Windows environment, either 16-bit or
32-bit.

Product or Utility Description 16- or 32-Bit

Express Analyzer A product used to create briefings. It
is also the runtime environment for
briefings and applications created in
Oracle Express Objects.

Both

Oracle Express
Connection Editor
(hereinafter referred to as
“Express Connection
Editor”)

A utility used to create files that
define your site’s available
connections to Express. The
database administrator (DBA) can
provide a central definition of each
available connection.

Both

Oracle Express Web
Publisher (hereinafter
referred to as “Express
Web Publisher”)

An add-in to Express Analyzer that
allows you to publish briefings on the
Web. In order to use Express Web
Publisher, you must be using
Express Server 6.1.x and have
installed Oracle Express Web Agent
(hereinafter referred to as “Express
Web Agent”).

Both

Oracle Installer
(hereinafter referred to as
“Installer”)

The program that installs and
removes all Oracle products.

Both; different
versions for
16-bit and 32-bit

Personal Express A version of Express that runs
locally, either on your own PC or from
a LAN with local workstations.

Both
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Product or Utility Description 16- or 32-Bit

Structured N-Dimensional
Application Programming
Interface (hereinafter
referred to as “SNAPI”)

The interface to Express Server 6x,
required if you are using Express
Server.

Both

Oracle Express
Administrator (hereinafter
referred to as
“Administrator”)

A utility used to create new Express
databases and to configure existing
ones for optimal use with the Express
Client products.

32-bit only

Oracle Express
Spreadsheet Add-In
(hereinafter referred to as
“Express Spreadsheet
Add-In”)

An add-in to 32-bit versions of Excel
that allows you to display Express
data in an Excel spreadsheet.

32-bit only

Oracle Express Relational
Access Administrator
(hereinafter referred to as
“Relational Access
Administrator”)

The product used to create and
configure relational databases for
use with Oracle Relational Access
Manager.

32-bit only

Oracle Express Relational
Access Manager
(hereinafter referred to as
“Relational Access
Manager”)

A product that allows Express
Analyzer to access data stored in a
relational database which has been
configured using Oracle Relational
Access Administrator.

32-bit only

Relational Access
Manager Support Files

Files required to run Express
Analyzer using relational data

32-bit only
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Preinstallation requirements

The following table lists preinstallation requirements.

IF you want to . . . THEN you . . .

use any of the Express Client
products or utilities,

must have access to Express.

Note:  Although you can install Personal
Express on your PC from the Express Analyzer
CD, it is more common for Express Server to be
installed on a server machine and for you to
access it there. Express Server must be
installed from the Express Server CD.

read HTML documents, must install an HTML browser, such as
Netscape Navigator.

publish briefings on the Web, must install Express Server 6.1.x and Express
Web Agent, both of which are installed from the
Express Server CD.

perform more complex installations, should read Chapter 3.

Important: What briefing users should install

If you will be running briefings prepared by someone else, be sure to
consult the person who created the briefings for information about which
products and utilities you should install.

What to install in a 32-bit Windows environment

The following table lists the products and utilities you can install for 32-bit
Windows and indicates what different users should install. The list of
product and utility names matches the one in the Software Asset Manager
dialog box in Installer, from which you choose what to install.
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32-bit Product or Utility End User Developer DBA

Oracle Express Administrator No Optional Yes

Oracle Express Analyzer Yes Yes Optional

Oracle Express Connection
Editor

Optional Optional Yes

Oracle Express Relational
Access Administrator

No Optional Yes, if using
Relational
Access
Manager

Oracle Express Relational
Access Manager

Yes, if
accessing
relational data

Yes, if
accessing
relational data

Yes, if
accessing
relational data

Oracle Express Relational
Access Manager Support Files

Yes, if
accessing
relational data

Yes, if
accessing
relational data

Yes, if
accessing
relational data

Oracle Express Spreadsheet
Add-In

Optional Optional Optional

Oracle Express Web Publisher No Yes, if you
want to publish
on the Web
(see note)

No

Oracle Installer Optional Optional Optional

Oracle SNAPI Yes, if using
Express
Server

Yes, if using
Express
Server

Yes, if using
Express
Server

Personal Express LAN Server Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Personal Express Single User Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Personal Express Workstation Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Note:  You must install Express. This can be Personal Express (one of the three
options above) or Express Server (which you install from the Express Server CD). If
you wish to publish on the Web, you must also install Express Web Agent.
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What to install in a 16-bit Windows environment

The following table lists the products and utilities you can install for 16-bit
Windows and indicates what different users should install. The list of
product and utility names matches the one in the Software Asset Manager
dialog box in Installer, from which you choose what to install.

16-bit Product or Utility End User Developer DBA

Oracle Express Analyzer Yes Yes Optional

Oracle Express Connection
Editor

Optional Optional Yes

Oracle Express Web Publisher No Yes, if you
want to publish
on the Web
(see note)

No

Oracle Installer Optional Optional Optional

Oracle SNAPI Yes, if using
Express
Server

Yes, if using
Express
Server

Yes, if using
Express
Server

Personal Express LAN Server Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Personal Express Single User Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Personal Express Workstation Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Optional (see
note)

Note:  You must install Express. This can be Personal Express (one of the three
options above) or Express Server (which you install from the Express Server CD). If
you wish to publish on the Web, you must also install Express Web Agent.
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Related information

All the documents listed can be found on the Express Analyzer CD, except
as noted.

IF you want to know how to . . . THEN  see. . .

handle complex installations of Express
Analyzer,

Chapter 3

install Express Server, Oracle Express Server Installation 5.0 on
the Express Server CD,

or

Oracle Express Server Installation and
Configuration Guide (for release 6.1.x) on
the Express Server CD.

install Personal Express, Personal Express Installation.

configure Express connections for your
system,

Chapter 3 and Oracle Express Database
Administration Guide.

use the Express Spreadsheet Add-In, Oracle Express Spreadsheet Add-In
User’s Guide.

install and use Relational Access
Manager,

Oracle Express Relational Access
Manager User’s Guide.

use Personal Express, the documentation set for Personal
Express.

use Express Server, the documentation set for Express Server
(on the Express Server CD).

install and use Express Web Publisher, the Express Web Publisher User’s Guide
and, on the Express Server CD, the
documentation set for Express Web
Agent.
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Basic Installation Instructions
What is a “basic” installation?

Because all Oracle products are installed using Installer, all installations
follow the same general outline: the one described in this topic. You will be
prompted for different information, depending on which set of products and
utilities you choose to install.

The installation procedure in this topic describes the very simplest kind of
installation, in which you install Express Analyzer on your PC for a single
user, along with Personal Express for a single user. Other kinds of
installations, such as LAN installations, are described in Chapter 3.
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Procedure: Installing Express Analyzer for a single user

This procedure assumes that this is your first installation of Express
Analyzer for a single user and of Personal Express. If you have previous
installations, you will see other dialog boxes as well.

Step Action

1 Start Microsoft Windows and insert the Express Analyzer CD into the
appropriate drive.

2 If Installer does not start automatically after about 15 seconds, perform the
following steps.

Step Action

1 Ask your DBA which version of Oracle Installer you should
use.

2 Navigate to the subdirectory on the CD that contains the
appropriate version of Installer:

� WIN16\INSTALL  for the 16-bit version

� WIN32\INSTALL for the 32-bit version

3 Run SETUP.EXE by double-clicking on it.

3 In the Language dialog box, choose a language for the installation.

4 In the Oracle Installation Settings dialog box, enter your company name.

Important:  Do not change the location of your Oracle Home directory.

5 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, select Oracle Express Analyzer
and Personal Express Single User in the box on the left, then choose Install.

Note:  Installer ensures that the products are installed in the correct order.

6 In the Installation Option dialog box for Personal Express, select Typical
Install,  then OK.

7 In the Oracle Express Analyzer Installation Type dialog box, select Install
Oracle Express Analyzer for a single user,  then OK.

8 In the Oracle Express Analyzer Select Product Options dialog box, select
Install demo DB  and Install sample briefing,  then OK.

9 Respond to other prompts as needed.

Result: A message box will indicate that the installation was successful.
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Related information

All the documents listed can be found on the Express Analyzer CD, except
as noted in the following table. References to chapters refer to this book.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

installing Express Analyzer on a LAN for
multiple licensed users,

Chapter 3.

installing Administrator and the Express
Connection Editor,

Chapter 3 and the Oracle Express
Database Administration Guide.

installing the Express Spreadsheet
Add-In,

the Oracle Express Spreadsheet Add-In
User’s Guide.

installing Relational Access Manager and
Relational Access Administrator,

the Oracle Express Relational Access
Manager User’s Guide.

Oracle Home, including how to define
more than one,

Chapter 3.

installing additional or different options
later,

Chapter 3.

Where Is the Documentation?
Documentation is online

With release 2.1 of Express Analyzer, documentation is delivered online in
the following formats.

Format Description

HTML Online documents that you view using a Web browser, such as
Netscape Navigator.

PDF Online documents in Adobe’s Portable Document Format, which
provides superior printing capabilities. To use these documents, you
must download and install Acrobat Reader, as described in “Accessing
the Documentation” in this chapter.

Help Topics that you access from within the product. The main Help system
is installed automatically when you install Express Analyzer.
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Express Analyzer documentation set

The Express Analyzer CD includes the following documentation for
Express Analyzer in both HTML and PDF format. You can order printed
copies of any of these books, as well as the Oracle Express Analyzer
Reference, whose contents duplicate reference topics from the Help system.

Document Description

Release Notes Highlights information related to release history, as
well as new features, product-specific functions,
and known problems.

Oracle Express Analyzer
Briefing Designer’s Guide

Describes how to create and distribute briefings
using Express Analyzer.
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Documentation on the CD

The following table is a complete list of the documents that are delivered
on the Express Analyzer CD. Documents are delivered in two online
formats: HTML and PDF. All products and utilities also include online
Help.

Document Description

Contents Lists all documents on the CD, by product, and
provides easy access to them. There is a different
version for HTML documents and for .PDF
documents.

Release Notes Highlights information related to release history, as
well as new features, product-specific functions,
and known problems. Each product and utility has
its own release notes.

Oracle Express Analyzer
Getting Started

This guide.

Oracle Express Analyzer
Briefing Designer’s Guide

Describes how to create and distribute briefings
using Express Analyzer.

Express Spreadsheet Add-In
User’s Guide

Describes how to install and use the Express
Spreadsheet Add-In.

Express Database
Administration Guide

Contains information for DBAs, including how to set
up your databases and how to set up users’
connections to Express. It also describes how to
install and use Administrator.

Personal Express
documentation set

Includes the following books:

� Personal Express Communications Guide

� Express API Guide

� Express Language Reference I

� Express Language Reference II

� Personal Express Installation

� Personal Express User’s Guide

� Using Multi-Byte Characters (technical note)

Oracle Express Relational
Access Manager User’s Guide

Describes how to use Relational Access Manager
and Relational Access Administrator.

Oracle Express Web Publisher
User’s Guide

Describes how to publish briefings on the Web.
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Procedure: Downloading the documentation

Although you can always read the online documents directly from the CD,
it is more convenient to install them locally so they are always accessible.
Follow these steps to download the online documents.

Step Action

1 Create a directory on one of your PC’s drives to hold the document files.

2 Insert the CD into the CD-ROM drive on your PC.

3 If Installer starts automatically, press Cancel,  then OK to exit. Otherwise,
skip this step.

4 Locate the \DOC directory on the CD and copy its entire contents, including
subdirectories, to the new directory on your PC.

Important:  Be careful to preserve the directory structure. Some of the online
navigation depends on it.
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Documents that must be ordered separately

The following tables lists documents that you may want to consult when
working with Express Analyzer. These documents are not on the Express
Analyzer CD and must be ordered separately. They include the Oracle
Express Analyzer Reference, which duplicates reference topics from the
Help system.

Documents Description

The Oracle Express Objects
documentation set:

� Oracle Express Objects Getting
Started

� Oracle Express Objects Users Guide

� Oracle Express Objects Reference

� Express Basic Reference

Information about creating applications and
briefings using Oracle Express Objects.
Includes information about the Express
Basic language.

The Oracle Express Server release 5.x
documentation set

Information needed to use Express Server
release 5.x; on the Express Server CD.

The Oracle Express Server release
6.1.x documentation set

Information needed to use Express Server
release 6.1.x and Express Web Agent; on
the Express Server CD.

Oracle Express Analyzer Reference A printed version of references topics
(objects and properties) from the Express
Analyzer Help system.

Procedure: Ordering printed documents

To purchase documentation, call Oracle Customer Support at
800-252-0303.

Related information

For information on installing Acrobat Reader, see “Accessing the
Documentation” in this chapter.
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Accessing the Documentation
Finding the information you want

The following table indicates which form of documentation you should
consult, depending on what you are looking for.

IF you are looking for . . . THEN look in the . . .

directions on how to perform a task, online Help.

conceptual information, HTML documents.

reference information, online Help or printed Reference.

definitions, online Help glossary.

overviews of complex tasks, HTML documents.

an easy-to-print format, Acrobat documents (.PDF files).

Procedure: Finding information in HTML documents

The online “books” are delivered in a number of HTML files. Use the table
of contents to locate information, as described in the following procedure.

Step Action

1 In a Web browser such as Netscape Navigator, open CONTENTS.HTM.
This file is located in the \DOC directory, either on the CD or in the location
to which you copied it.

2 Navigate to the topic you want to read by clicking on the following links:

� The name of the book (in CONTENTS.HTM)

� The name of the topic (in the table of contents for the book)
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Procedure: Installing Acrobat Reader

In order to read .PDF files, you must install Acrobat Reader, as described in
the following procedure.

Step Action

1 Start Microsoft Windows and insert the Express Analyzer CD into the
appropriate drive.

2 If Installer starts automatically, press Cancel,  then OK to exit. Otherwise,
skip this step.

3 Run the following command: X:\READER\ACROREAD.EXE, where X
identifies your CD-ROM drive.

4 Follow the instructions on your screen.

Note:  If installation terminates a *0003* error, make sure your \TEMP
directory has at least 2MB of free space, then run ACROREAD.EXE again.

Procedure: Printing a .PDF document

Files in .PDF format provide superior printing capabilities. Therefore,
rather than printing the HTML version of a document, you should print the
.PDF version, as described in the following steps.

Step Action

1 Start Acrobat Reader.

2 From the File menu, choose Open.

3 Specify the full path name of CONTENTS.PDF.

IF the file is on . . . THEN . . .

the CD, specify X:\DOC\CONTENTS.PDF,
where X identifies your CD-ROM
drive.

a local drive of your PC, specify that path.

4 Choose OK.

Result:  CONTENTS.PDF opens.

5 In CONTENTS.PDF, click on the name of the document you wish to print.

Result:  The document opens in the Acrobat Reader.

6 From the File menu, choose Print.
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Related information

For more information about Acrobat Reader, choose Acrobat Reader Help
from the its Help menu.
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Chapter 2

Introduction to
Multidimensional Data

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes multidimensional data in an Express database.

In this chapter

� Why Multidimensional Data?

� How Multidimensional Data Differs from Relational Data

� Express Data Objects

� Hierarchies and Aggregate Data

Why Multidimensional Data?
Relational databases are optimized for transaction processing

Relational databases are best suited to recording individual transactions.
The data is stored to optimize fast creation and storage of individual
transactions — not for fast retrieval of the information.

A database designed primarily for online transaction processing (OLTP)
does not lend itself easily to the analysis of that information.
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Multidimensional databases are optimized for analysis

Multidimensional databases are designed specifically to support on-line
analytical processing (OLAP). Using a multidimensional database,
corporate decision makers have access to information that can change the
way their company does business.

For example, when data is stored in a well-structured multidimensional
database, a CEO can quickly find answers to questions such as the
following:

� In which markets did we meet our sales quotas for CDs last quarter?

� Which products are selling better in Japan this year than they did last
year?

� How does revenue growth this quarter compare to that of the same
quarter a year ago?

� Which colors of clothing are selling best this year? Which colors sold
the best last year?

Can I use both relational and multidimensional data?

Express Analyzer briefings can display data from both relational and
multidimensional databases. However, to end users, all the data looks as if
it came from the same source; they cannot tell whether the data comes from
a relational or a multidimensional database.

It is extremely useful to be able to store data in a relational database, yet
perform the high level, complex analyses available in a multidimensional
environment. For example, you might want to create a briefing that allows
users to analyze business trends and perform other decision support tasks,
yet also drill down to look at the details.

Important: Accessing relational data

To display data from a relational database, you must use Relational Access
Manager. See the Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide
for information about installing and using Relational Access Manager.

This document also describes Relational Access Administrator, which you
must use to create and configure relational databases for use with
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Relational Access Manager. Databases created with Oracle Express
Administrator will not work with Relational Access Manager.

How Multidimensional Data Differs
from Relational Data
Relational data storage

A relational database stores information in tables organized by rows and
columns. Each row in the table contains one or more key columns, which
identify the row, and one or more fact columns, which contain the row’s
actual data.

Example: Relational table

The following table shows a sample relational table.

ITEM
(key)

CUSTOMER (key) MONTH
(key)

SALES
(fact)

COST
(fact)

Envoy Standard Computer USA
Tempe

January 1995 26195.40 3742.20

Envoy Standard Computer USA
Tempe

February 1995 27648.80 3860.40

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

O/S Documentation
Set - English

Royal Air Force
Wellington

May 1996 2440.10 872.50

O/S Documentation
Set - English

Royal Air Force
Wellington

June 1996 2590.90 896.60

Multidimensional data storage

In Express, data is stored in multidimensional arrays rather than in rows
and columns. These multidimensional arrays are called variables.
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Variables are organized by dimensions, which are lists of values that
categorize data. Dimensions have the same function as the key columns in
relational tables.

Example: Multidimensional data

The following figure shows how sales data might be organized in a
multidimensional database. This figure assumes that costs vary by
customer.

Item

Customer

Month

Sales variable

Envoy Standard

O/S Documentation Set - English

Computer USA Tempe

Royal Air Force Wellington

Jan95
Feb95

May96

June96

How data is accessed in relational databases

To look at the data that is stored in a relational database, you query the data
using Structured Query Language (SQL) and run the query on the data.
After the query is run, you can look at a report of the data.

How data is accessed in multidimensional databases

To look at the data in an Express database, you specify the values of each
dimension that you want to consider. Then you view the data in a table or a
graph.

For example, to look at the Envoy Standard sales data for the last three
months, you would select the Product dimension value Envoy Standard and
the last three months in the Month dimension.
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In Express Analyzer, you can view default selections of data in a table or
graph and then select different values of each dimension, by using the
Selector, a powerful set of data selection tools. This allows you to interact
with the data. You do not have to rerun a query each time you want to look
at different data. Instead, you use the Selector to choose different
dimension values; your table or graph is immediately updated with the data
for these dimension values.

Express Data Objects
Definition: Variable

A variable is an Express database object that stores data. It is basically an
array whose cells hold individual data values. The data type of a variable
indicates the kind of data that it contains.

Each variable is organized, or dimensioned, by one or more dimensions.
Express variables and formulas can have as many as 32 dimensions. There
can be an unlimited number of variables and dimensions in the Express
database.

It is not necessary for all variables to share the same set of dimensions (i.e.,
to have the same dimensionality).

If a variable has dimensions, those dimensions organize its data, and there
is one cell for each combination of dimension values. If a variable has no
dimensions, it is a single-cell variable, which contains one data value.
Single-cell variables are most commonly used in Express language
programs.

Definition: Dimension

A dimension is an Express database object that is a list of values that
provide categories for data. Generally, a dimension represents physical
objects, events, or processes for which there are one or more pieces of data.
Dimensions in a sales or marketing database might typically represent
products, geographic areas, and time periods; other types of databases
might have additional dimensions or an entirely different set of dimensions.
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A financial database, for example, might have dimensions such as
budgetary categories, time, cost centers, and budget scenarios.

The values that make up a dimension are known as dimension values; these
values act as keys in a multidimensional array. Thus, dimensions are the
basis for organizing variables in a multidimensional array.

Example: Dimensionality of two sample variables

The following figure shows an example in which the variable Sales is
dimensioned by Product, Geography, and Time, whereas the variable
Population is dimensioned by only Geography and Time.
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Dimensionality of a variable

In a given variable, each unique combination of dimension values
represents a unique data point, which may or may not actually contain data.
For example, if the variable Sales is dimensioned by the dimensions
Product, Geography, and Time, each unique combination of the dimension
values for these dimensions has a corresponding data point that can contain
a single piece of sales data (if data exists for the particular combination of
dimension values).

Definition: Formula

A formula is an Express database object that represents a stored calculation,
expression, or procedure that produces a value. A formula provides a way
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to define and save complex or frequently used relationships within the data
without resaving the data itself. Each time you use a formula, Express
performs the calculation or procedure required to produce the value.

You might, for example, have a Profit formula that subtracts cost data from
sales data. When you display the formula in a table or graph, Express
subtracts the value of each Cost cell from the value in its corresponding
Sales cell and displays the result.

Definition: Relation

A relation is a database object that describes a correspondence between the
values of a given dimension and other values of that dimension or between
the values of that dimension and the values of other dimensions in the
database. For example, you might have a relation between cities and sales
regions, such that each city belongs to a particular region.

Relations support analysis features in Express Analyzer, such as
aggregating data or selecting dimension values that share a color or size.

Definition: Measure

The term measure is used to refer collectively to variables, formulas, and
relations. Measures represent data that can be examined and analyzed. In
Express Analyzer, you can display measures in tables and graphs.
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Hierarchies and Aggregate Data
How relational databases handle levels of aggregation

Relational databases use different schemas to handle hierarchical
relationships in their data. For example, in a star schema, you might have a
lookup table like the following to organize Geography data.

CUSTOMER
(lowest level data

TERRITORY
(first level of

summarization)

REGION
(second level of
summarization)

TOTGEOG
(highest level

of
summarization)

Computer USA
Tempe

Western United
States

North America All Customers

Computer
Warehouse San
Jose

Western United
States

North America All Customers

Computer
Warehouse Detroit

Eastern United States North America All Customers

KLM Enterprises
Boston

Eastern United States North America All Customers

Ministry of Finance
Sorbonne

Total France Europe All Customers

Ministry of Finance
Paris

Total France Europe All Customers

Computer
Warehouse London

Total United Kingdom Europe All Customers

Royal Air Force
Wellington

Total United Kingdom Europe All Customers
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In a snowflake schema, you might use a series of normalized tables, such as
the following, to organize the Geography data.

TOTGEOG
TOTGEOG

REGION
REGION
TOTGEOG

TERRITORY
TERRITORY
REGION

TERRITORY
TERRITORY
REGION

CUSTOMER
CUSTOMER
TERRITORY

How Express Analyzer handles levels of aggregation

In Express Analyzer, hierarchies organize dimension values by level of
aggregation.

Definition: Heirarchy

A hierarchy is a definition of parent-child relationships among the levels in
a dimension. Hierarchies define how data is to be rolled up — that is, how
data is totaled from lower levels to higher levels. Hierarchies also define
how the users can navigate when drilling in data or when using Selector
tools.
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The levels Year, Quarter, and Month in the Time dimension are an example
of a typical hierarchy. Each dimension value at the Month level has a parent
at the Quarter level, and each dimension value at the Quarter level has a
parent at the Year level. You could define a hierarchy that includes these
three levels, and name it the Standard hierarchy in the Time dimension, as
shown in the following example.

Standard Hierarchy (Time Dimension)

Year

    Quarter

        Month

Definition: Level

A level represents a particular level of aggregation within a dimension.
Each level above the lowest level represents the aggregated total of the data
from the level below.

Example: Levels in dimension hierarchy

Suppose that the Time dimension has three levels: Year, Quarter, and
Month. The Month level represents the lowest level. The Quarter level
represents summarized totals for Month, and the Year level represents
summarized totals for Quarter.
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The following figure lists the dimension values, the corresponding levels,
and the totals represented by each level in this example.

Dimension Value Level Represents Total Of:

1996 Year Q1.96, Q2.96, Q3.96, Q4.96

Q1.96 Quarter JAN.96, FEB.96, MAR.96

Q2.96 Quarter APR.96, MAY.96, JUN.96

Q3.96 Quarter JUL.96, AUG.96, SEP.96

Q4.96 Quarter OCT.96, NOV.96, DEC.96

JAN.96 Month —

FEB.96 Month —
...

...
...

DEC.96 Month —

Multiple hierarchies in a dimension

A single dimension can have multiple hierarchies defined for it. Consider a
situation in which the Geography dimension consists of the following
levels.

Geography Dimension Levels

Total Company

Sales Region

Sales District

State

City

Account
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The dimension might have two hierarchies, one that is primarily used by
the sales department and another that is primarily used by the marketing
department, as shown in the following example.

Sales Hierarchy Marketing Hierarchy

Total Company Total Company

    Sales Region     State

        Sales District         City

            Account             Account

Levels in common between multiple hierarchies

Different hierarchies in the same dimension might have some levels in
common, or they might have completely different sets of levels. If there are
levels in common between two or more hierarchies in a dimension, the
relative order of the levels (from highest to lowest level of summarization)
must be consistent among the hierarchies.

Definition: Family

A family is a group of dimension values that correspond to the levels of a
dimension hierarchy. Dimension values within a family can relate to each
other as ancestor, parent, child, and descendent.

The following example shows family relationships for the dimension value
“France” in the GEOGRAPHY dimension.

Dimension Value Family Relationship

Regions of the World Ancestor

     Europe Parent (and ancestor)

        France Value itself

            Lyon, France Child (and descendant)

            Paris, France Child (and descendant)

                 Ministry of Finance Paris Descendant
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Chapter 3

Managing More Complex
Installations

Overview
Introduction

While Chapter 1 describes how to perform a simple installation, this
chapter provides a detailed description of how to handle more complex
configurations.

In this chapter

� Overview of the Installation Process

� Working with the Oracle Home Directory

� Installing the Products and Utilities

� Defining Connections to Express

� Handling Connections to Express

Overview of the Installation Process
Who should read this chapter?

The information in this chapter is aimed at DBAs and developers who are
performing their own DBA functions. Other users should follow the basic
instructions in Chapter 1.
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Step 1: Decide where the Oracle home directory should be

The first time you install an Oracle product, you choose a location for the
Oracle home directory. All Oracle products are installed in subdirectories
of the Oracle home directory. Each release of a particular product is
installed into a separate subdirectory.

You might have two different Oracle home directories if you have installed
products using both the 16-bit and 32-bit versions of Installer. It is possible
to define multiple Oracle home directories for the same version of Installer,
but it requires special care.

Note: If you are using Windows NT, you must have Administrator
privileges in order to create or change the Oracle home directory.

Step 2: Install the products and utilities

You use Oracle Installer to install all Express Client products and utilities.
Chapter 1 describes the simplest situation, in which you install Express
Analyzer for a single user along with Personal Express, all on your local
PC. More complex installation situations are described in “Installing the
Products and Utilities” in this chapter.

Step 3: Define connections to Express

If you are the DBA (or are defining your own Express connections), you
should define your connections to Express using the Express Connection
Editor. Other users should be given connection definition files (.XCF) that
have been created for them.

Instead of installing the Express Connection Editor, you can allow Installer
to initialize your connection definitions.

Step 4 (optional): Install the ODBC drivers

If you plan to import data from a relational database that complies with
ODBC, you must install the ODBC drivers. Be sure to install ODBC
version 2.0 or later. These drivers are not provided on the Express Client
CD.
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Step 5 (optional): Install Acrobat Reader

Although this step is optional, Oracle Corporation strongly recommends
that you install Acrobat Reader so that you can read and print important
documents, such as the release notes for Oracle Express Analyzer.
Installing Acrobat Reader also allows you to print the online documents
using better print facilities than are available for HTML.

Step 6: Read the release notes

Release notes are available in two formats: .PDF and HTML. These notes
might contain additional information that you should review before
continuing the installation process. You can locate the release notes by
opening CONTENTS.PDF or CONTENTS.HTM.

Step 7: Define and configure your databases

Before you can begin working with data, you must define and configure
your databases. Technically, configuring is optional: Express Analyzer will
work with any Express database. However, some of the most powerful
features of this product will not be available unless you configure your
databases. For example, configuring a database allows you to use the
drilling feature in tables.

Choose the appropriate utility to use for defining and configuring your
databases from the following table.

IF you want to access . . . THEN you . . .

multidimensional data from an
Express database,

use Express Administrator to configure existing
databases or to create new databases.

relational data using Relational
Access Manager,

must use Relational Access Administrator to
create and build the Express Database.
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Related information

For more detailed information about the steps described in this topic,
consult the following table.

IF you want more information about . . . THEN see . . .

your Oracle home directory, “Working with the Oracle Home
Directory” in this chapter.

single-user installations, Chapter 1.

LAN installations, “Installing and Configuring” in this
chapter.

defining connections to Express, “Defining Valid Connections to Express”
in this chapter.

managing a site’s Express connections, “Handling Connections to Express” in
this chapter.

the Express side of connecting to Express,
as well as more information about the
Express Connection Editor,

the Oracle Express Database
Administration Guide.

installing the Acrobat Reader, Chapter 1.

reading documents online, Chapter 1.

locating documents such as the release
notes,

Chapter 1.

defining and configuring Express
databases with Administrator,

the Oracle Express Database
Administration Guide.

defining and configuring databases with
Relational Access Administrator,

the Oracle Express Relational Access
Manager User’s Guide.

Working with the Oracle Home
Directory
Definition: Oracle home directory

The Oracle home directory is the root directory under which all Oracle
products are installed. If you have previously installed any Oracle product,
you already have an Oracle home directory. Oracle Corporation strongly
recommends that you do not change this directory once it is defined.
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Oracle home directories for different operating systems

Each of the following installs into a different Oracle home directory:

� 16-bit products

� 32-bit products installed under Windows 95

� 32-bit products installed under Windows NT

The default directory names are shown in the following diagram.

16-bit products (install
with 16-bit Installer)

32-bit products (install
with 32-bit Installer)

directory (all 16-bit products):
ORAWIN

Windows 95 directory:
ORAWIN95

Windows NT directory:
ORANT

OLAP directories under the Oracle home directory

Under the Oracle home directory, OLAP products are installed into
subdirectories named OLAP\product_identifier. The product identifier is a
concatenation of a directory prefix, the first three digits of the current
release number, and, for Beta releases, “B” plus a sequence number. You
cannot change these subdirectories.
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The directory prefixes are shown in the following table.

Prefix Directory Contents

ead Administrator

ece Express Connection Editor

ecf Express connection (.XCF) files

ecs Shared files, such as the Express Language Help files, XPDDDATA.DB
and XPDDCODE.DB

oea Express Analyzer

oeo Oracle Express Objects

oes Express Server

osn Remote SNAPI

owa Express Web Agent

owp Express Web Publisher

pex Personal Express

ram Relational Access Manager and Relational Access Administrator

xsa Express Spreadsheet Add-In

Release numbers with four or more digits overwrite the previous
installation if that installation shares the first three digits with the new
installation. For example, release 2.0.2.1 would overwrite release 2.0.2, but
2.0.3 would go into a new directory.

Example: OLAP directory names

Oracle Express Objects release 2.0.3 is installed into a directory named
OEO203. The first Beta release of Oracle Express Objects 2.1 is installed
into OEO210B1.

Important: Do not change directories under the Oracle home directory

You should never change the structure of the Oracle home directory, since
products rely on this structure to locate files. Therefore, once you have
chosen a location for the Oracle home directory, you should not change it
nor the names of its subdirectories.
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Working with multiple Oracle home directories

You can maintain more than one Oracle home directory per machine, even
when they are of the same type. For example, you can have two 32-bit
Windows 95 Oracle Home directories. Only one of these Oracle home
directories can be active at one time, but you can switch between them.
This allows you to maintain a test environment separate from the one in
which you work.

Procedure: Creating a new Oracle home directory

To create a new Oracle home directory, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 On Windows NT, make sure that you have Administrator privileges, which
are required to create a new Oracle home directory.

Note:  No such restrictions apply under Windows 3.1 or Windows 95.

2 Run either the 16-bit or 32-bit version of Installer, depending on which kind
of applications the new Oracle home directory will contain.

3 In the Oracle Installation Settings dialog, enter the path for the Oracle home
directory you want to create.

Result:  Installer creates a new Oracle home directory. If the specified
Oracle home directory already exists, Installer switches to it.

4 Choose Exit to close Installer.
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Procedure: Switching Oracle home directories

Only one Oracle home directory can be active at one time, but you can
switch between them as described in the following procedure. This
procedure assumes you have already defined other Oracle home directories.

Step Action

1 Run Installer.

2 From the drop-down list of Oracle home directories in the Oracle Installation
Settings dialog box, select the Oracle home directory that you want to make
active.

3 Choose OK.

Result:  Installer updates the desktop to correspond to the selected Oracle
home directory.

4 Choose Exit  to close Installer.

Installing the Products and Utilities
What is Oracle Installer?

Oracle Installer is a utility that you use to install all Oracle products.

There are two versions of Installer: a 16-bit version and a 32-bit version.
The following table compares the versions and provides additional
information about each.

16-bit Installer 32-bit Installer

Does not start automatically Starts automatically

Can install 16-bit applications and utilities Can install 32-bit applications and utilities

Installs products and utilities into the
16-bit Oracle home directory, whose
default name is ORAWIN

Installs products and utilities into an
appropriate Oracle home directory, based
on the current operating system:

� Windows 95 (default directory name is
ORAWIN95)

� Windows NT (default directory name is
ORANT)
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16-bit and 32-bit versions of products

Release 2.1 of Express Analyzer is available in two versions, a 16-bit
version and a 32-bit version. Other products and utilities on the CD are also
available in two versions, but some are available only in a 32-bit version. In
general, you should install the 32-bit versions.

Note: Products and utilities stored in the 16-bit Oracle home directory
cannot interoperate with products and utilities in a 32-bit Oracle home
directory. For example, if you install the 32-bit version of Express
Analyzer, it will not run with a version of Personal Express that is installed
in ORAWIN.

Products that can be installed for multiple users

You can install Express Analyzer on a PC (for a single licensed user) or on
a LAN (for multiple licensed users). However, Administrator and the
Express Connection Editor can be installed only for a single user, whether
they are installed on a PC or a LAN.

Specifying the type of installation

When you install Express Analyzer, you are asked to choose among four
different installation types. Two of these are also available for
Administrator.

� Install Oracle Express Analyzer for a single user — Choose this
option to install Express Analyzer onto a PC for local use. This option
is also available for Administrator.

� Install Oracle Express Analyzer on a LAN server for shared use —
Choose this option to install Express Analyzer on a LAN.

� Set up your PC to run Oracle Express Analyzer from a LAN server
— Choose this option to set up a local PC to run a LAN installation of
Express Analyzer.

� Re-install options to an existing Oracle Express Analyzer
installation — Choose this option to select new or different options for
an existing installation. This option is also available for Administrator.
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Procedure: Performing a LAN installation

There are two steps to a LAN installation, shown in the following table.

Step Action

1 Run Installer and install Express Analyzer on the LAN by choosing Install
Oracle Express Analyzer on a LAN server for shared use .

2 For each PC that is going to use the LAN installation, run Installer and install
Express Analyzer by choosing Set up your PC to run Oracle Express
Analyzer from a LAN server .

Changing installation options later

If you finish installing Express Analyzer (or any of the other products and
utilities on the Express Analyzer CD) and then decide you want to choose
different installation options, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 Start Installer.

2 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, select Express Analyzer, then
choose Install .

3 In the Installation Types dialog box, choose Re-install options to an
existing Oracle Express Analyzer installation .

4 Respond to the remaining prompts.

Procedure: Removing products and utilities

Use the following procedure to remove a product or utility that was
installed using Installer.

Step Action

1 Run Installer.

2 In the Software Asset Manager dialog box, select from the list on the right
the products and utilities you wish to remove.

3 Choose Remove.

Result:  Installer removes the selected products and utilities and deletes the
directory that contained them, if it is empty. It also cleans up the desktop by
removing icons and the program folder, if it is empty.
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Note: What Installer can remove

Installer can remove only files that it installed or knows about. It cannot
remove any files that you may have copied or created in the product
directory or its subdirectories. Moreover, if the product directory contains
files that Installer cannot delete, that directory will not be removed.

Related information

This book provides general information about installing and configuring the
products and utilities found on the Express Analyzer CD. It also includes
more detailed information about Express Analyzer. Consult the following
documents for detailed information about installing the other products and
utilities on the CD.

IF you want to install . . . THEN see . . .

Administrator, Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.

Relational Access Manager, Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s
Guide.

Relational Access Administrator, Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s
Guide.

Express Spreadsheet Add-In, Oracle Express Spreadsheet Add-In User’s Guide.

Oracle Excel Add-In, Oracle Excel Add-In User’s Guide.

Express Web Publisher, Oracle Express Web Publisher User’s Guide.

Defining Connections to Express
Definition: Express Connection Editor

Express Connection Editor is a utility you use to define connections to
Express. Because definitions are stored in files rather than in an .INI file, as
in earlier releases, the DBA can define all remote connections to Express
and distribute the definitions to individual users.
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Who should install the Express Connection Editor?

The following users should install the Express Connection Editor:

� DBAs who will be defining a site’s connections

� Developers who want to define their own connections

� End users who want to manage their own connections

Unless you plan to create or edit connection files, you do not need to install
the Express Connection Editor. You do need to have a local copy of
XCONNECT.INI and at least one valid connection definition (.XCF file).
Both of these are provided for you the first time you use Installer to install
an Express Client product or utility.

Note: Anyone who has installed an Express Client product or
Administrator will be able to connect to Express, whether or not they have
installed the Express Connection Editor.

Definition: Connection files

Each connection file defines a single connection to Express. Its file
extension is .XCF.

Locating connection files (XCONNECT.INI)

Connection files can reside on an individual user’s PC or on a LAN. Their
various locations are specified in a file named XCONNECT.INI.

Each user must have a local copy of XCONNECT.INI, although it can be
maintained by the DBA and distributed to users. When you install an
Express Client product or utility, Installer provides XCONNECT.INI
automatically, placing it in \ECFREL, where REL is the number of the
current release. Subsequent installations preserve existing copies of
XCONNECT.INI.

Important: Do not move XCONNECT.INI

Once Installer has created XCONNECT.INI, you should not move it to a
different directory. Doing so will make it impossible to connect to Express.
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How Installer handles existing connection definitions

Installer handles existing connection definitions as shown in the following
table.

IF you . . . THEN Installer . . .

have any existing .XCF files, preserves them in their current locations.

do not have any .XCF files and your .INI
files do not contain connection
definitions,

simply creates a default .XCF file.

do not have any .XCF files and Installer
locates remote connection definitions in
the .INI files from previous versions of
Express Analyzer or Administrator,

uses those definitions to create new .XCF
files. It creates an .XCF file for each such
definition, as well as one for Personal
Express.

Related information

For more information, consult the following sources:

� For information about the Express Connection Editor, see the Oracle
Express Database Administration Guide.

� For information about handling connections to Express, see “Handling
Connections to Express” in this chapter.

Handling Connections to Express
Managing Express connection files after installation

After users have installed Express Analyzer or Administrator, there are
various ways to manage a site’s connections.

� Each user can manage his or her own connections to Express. To do
this, each user must install and use the Express Connection Editor.

� The DBA can create and edit all connection files and manage their
locations. The .XCF files can reside in a central location such as a LAN
drive, on a local PC, or both. In this case, the DBA installs the Express
Connection Editor and uses it to create and edit connection definitions
and to update XCONNECT.INI. The DBA then distributes
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XCONNECT.INI to users, who overwrite the copy on their PCs. Users
do not need to install the Express Connection Editor.

� Connection files can be in multiple directories. For example, your site
might provide some .XCF files on the LAN, while others might be on
your local PC. If this is the case, it must be possible to update each
PC’s connection files path in XCONNECT.INI, since the local path is
likely to be different on different PCs. Users or the DBA can do so with
the Express Connection Editor (installed on the local PC), or they can
edit the .INI file directly using a text editor. When the path statement in
the XCONNECT.INI file contains multiple locations, the paths should
be separated by semicolons.

Connecting to Express: Administrator default

You cannot run Administrator without connecting to Express. Therefore,
when Administrator starts, it displays a list of available Express
connections. You must choose the one you wish to use. The list shows only
connections that have been defined with the Express Connection Editor.
Currently, it does not show Relational Access Manager connections.

Connecting to Express: Express Analyzer default

By default, Express Analyzer connects to Express on demand. That is, the
connection is established the first time you attempt to attach a database or
open an application or briefing that accesses data.

Controlling Express connections

For both Administrator and Express Analyzer, you can change the default
behavior for connecting to Express and also specify other options by setting
the following options in the Administrator or Express Analyzer .INI file:

� ConnectToExpress — Controls when Express connections are
established: on demand (the default), on startup, or manually (i.e., by
choosing Connect from the Database menu)

� ServerDefault — Specifies the default Express connection to use

� ServerPrompt — Indicates whether to prompt the user to choose
which Express connection to use
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� Iconized — Specifies whether the user can access the Personal Express
window

Related information

For more information about Express connections, see “Defining
Connections to Express” in this chapter.
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Chapter 4

System Requirements

Overview
Introduction

This chapter describes the hardware and software requirements for Express
Analyzer and the other Express Client products and utilities. It also includes
information about requirements for databases.

In this chapter

� Requirements for Databases

� Hardware and Software Requirements

� Installation Requirements for Express Server

Requirements for Databases
Databases that should be configured

Although you can use Express Analyzer to view data from any Express
database, existing databases should be configured for optimal use. The
Oracle Express Database Administration Guide contains instructions for
configuring databases.
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Databases that must be converted

Databases from some Oracle OLAP applications, such as Oracle Sales
Analyzer, must be converted in order to be used with Express Analyzer.
When converting such databases, use special care to ensure that you do not
introduce a version conflict between the application and the database. The
Oracle Express Database Administration Guide contains instructions for
converting databases.

Requirements for ODBC databases

If you intend to import data from a relational database that complies with
Microsoft’s Open Database Connectivity (ODBC), you must have the
ODBC support and appropriate ODBC drivers installed. The Express Client
products and utilities support ODBC version 2.0 or later. See the Personal
Express User’s Guide 5.0 or the Express Language Programming Guide
6.0 for more information about ODBC.

Related information

For information about upgrading databases from previous versions of
Express Analyzer, see Chapter 5.

Hardware and Software Requirements
Basic requirements for your PC

To install and use Express Analyzer, as well as the other Express Client
products and utilities, your PC should meet the following requirements:

� IBM or compatible PC with at least a Pentium processor running at
75MHz or greater

� 24MB of RAM

Note: Express Analzyer will run on a slower machine with less
memory. However, there may be a significant impact on performance,
depending on the nature and complexity of the briefing.

� An additional 8MB of RAM if you are using Personal Express
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� Microsoft Windows. This can be Windows 3.1 running in 386
Enhanced Mode, Windows 95, or Windows NT version 3.51 or later.

� Access to Express. This can be any of the following:

� Express Server release 6.1.x. See the release notes for a list of
supported platforms.

� Oracle Express Server release 5.0.x. See the release notes for a list
of supported platforms.

� Personal Express release 5.0.x on a PC (Windows or Windows NT)
or local area network (LAN).

Requirements for single-user installations

If you plan to install Express Client products or utilities on a PC as a single
user, you need at least the following available on your PC’s hard drive:

� 19MB for Express Analyzer files

� 11MB for Administrator files, if you choose to install it

� 1MB for Express Connection Editor files

� 5MB for the demonstration database, if you choose to install it

� 5MB for Personal Express files, if you are using Personal Express

Requirements for LAN installations

If you plan to install Express Client products or utilities on a LAN server
for shared use, you must have write access to that server. In addition, if you
are running a LAN-based version of Windows, you must have write access
to the Windows system directory.

Installation Requirements for Express
Server
If you are using Express Server release 5.0. x

If you are using the Express Client products and utilities with Express
Server release 5.0.x, you must manually move the client database files into
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an appropriate directory on the server machine. For instructions, see
Chapter 2 of the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.

In addition, you must install the following:

� Remote SNAPI. For information about installing remote SNAPI, as
well as its configuration and administration, see the 5.0 version of the
Express API Guide.

� RPC runtime support. The Express Client products and utilities support
MS-RPC from Microsoft, which is distributed free of charge.

� TCP/IP support on the client machine.

If you are using Express Server 6.1. x

If you are using the Express Client products and utilities with Express
Server 6.1.x, you must install the following:

� Remote SNAPI. For information about installing remote SNAPI, as
well as its configuration and administration, see the 6.0 version of the
Express API Guide.

� RPC runtime support. The Express Client products and utilities support
MS-RPC from Microsoft, which is distributed free of charge.

� TCP/IP support on the client machine.
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Chapter 5

Upgrading

Overview
Introduction

This section provides important information about upgrading the Express
Client products and utilities from earlier versions.

In this chapter

� What Is the Data Dictionary Database?

� Installing the Data Dictionary Database

� Upgrading the Data Dictionary Database

� Upgrading Express User Databases

� Upgrading Briefings

What Is the Data Dictionary Database?
Definition: Data Dictionary database (XPDDDATA.DB)

The Data Dictionary database (XPDDDATA.DB) is an Express database
that stores important information, such as definitions of saved selections,
for Express Client products.
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Where is XPDDDATA.DB installed?

XPDDDATA.DB is always installed into the \ECSREL directory, where
REL is the release number (e.g., 210). By default, all the Express Client
products and utilities share this single copy.

Where Installer looks for XPDDDATA.DB

When you install an Express Client product or utility, Installer looks first in
\ECSREL. If that directory already contains a copy of XPDDDATA.DB,
Installer does not perform any other searches. That is, once you have
installed one of the Express Client products and \ECSREL contains a copy
of XPDDDATA.DB, Installer will not look for other copies.

If Installer does not find a copy of XPDDDATA.DB in \ECSREL, it
searches the installation directories from previous releases (back to release
2.0.2.3), then in the directories specified in the PATH statement in
PCXWIN.INI.

Using a different copy of XPDDDATA.DB

If \ECSREL already contains a copy of XPDDDATA.DB and you wish to
replace it, you must do so manually.

Procedure: Moving XPDDDATA.DB to a different directory

To move XPDDDATA.DB to a different directory, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 Create a backup copy of XPDDDATA.DB, using a different file extension,
such as .BAK.

2 Move XPDDDATA.DB to the new directory.

3 From the Edit menu in Express Analyzer, choose Options.

4 In the Options dialog box, add the new directory’s path to the end of the
Database Path field, separated from the preceding entry by a semicolon.

5 Restart Express Analyzer for the change to take effect.
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Installing the Data Dictionary Database
Installing XPDDDATA.DB with Express Server

If you are using Express Analyzer with Express Server, you must take steps
to ensure that the client support files are available. The client support files
include XPDDDATA.DB, XPDDCODE.DB, XADEMO.DB,
XPADMIN.DB, XPDB.DB, and DEMOCODE.DB. The steps vary
depending on which version of Express Server you use, as follows:

� Express Server 5.0.x — You must manually move XPDDDATA.DB,
as well as other Express Client database files, into an appropriate
directory on the server machine. For information, see Chapter 2 of the
Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.

� Express Server 6.1.x — You must install the client support files when
you install Express Server. You can do this in either of two ways:

� By performing a “typical” installation, which automatically installs
the client support files

or

� By choosing Client Support Files in the Software Asset Manager
dialog box when you install
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XPDDDATA.DB for single-user installations with Personal Express

When you install Express Analyzer for a single user, Installer handles
XPDDDATA.DB as described in the following table.

Stage Description

1 Installer searches for a copy of XPDDDATA.DB from a previous installation.

2 If it finds a copy from a previous installation, Installer asks if you want to
copy it to the new installation.

IF you choose . . . THEN Installer . . .

Yes, copies the existing file to the \ECSREL
directory.

No, places a new copy of XPDDDATA.DB in
\ECSREL.

3 If it does not find a copy from a previous installation, it places a new copy of
XPDDDATA.DB in \ECSREL.

4 Installer opens the Express Analyzer .INI file and adds two paths to the
DatabasePath option: \ECSREL and \WORK.

XPDDDATA.DB for LAN installations with Personal Express

When you install Express Analyzer on a LAN server for shared use,
Installer places a new copy of XPDDDATA.DB in the main product
directory on the LAN.

XPDDDATA.DB for setups that run a LAN installation with Personal Express

When you set up your PC to run Express Analyzer from a LAN server,
Installer opens the Express Analyzer .INI file and adds two directories to
the DatabasePath option: the product directory on the LAN and the \WORK
directory on the local PC.
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XPDDDATA.DB for Administrator installations with Personal Express

When you install Administrator, Installer performs the steps outlined in the
following table.

Stage Description

1 Installer searches for a copy of XPDDDATA.DB from a previous installation
of Oracle Express Objects.

2 Installer searches for a copy of XPDDDATA.DB from a previous installation
of Express Analyzer.

3 If it finds an existing copy from a previous installation, it asks if you want to
copy it to the new installation.

IF you choose . . . THEN Installer . . .

Yes, copies the existing file to the \ECSREL
directory.

No, places a new copy of XPDDDATA.DB in
\ECSREL.

3 If it does not find a copy from a previous installation, it places a new copy of
XPDDDATA.DB in \ECSREL.

4 Installer opens the Express Analyzer .INI file and adds two paths to the
DatabasePath option: \ECSREL and \WORK.

Upgrading the Data Dictionary
Database
Why you should use Administrator

It is easiest to upgrade XPDDDATA.DB once, using Administrator, and
then distribute the upgraded version to other users. Otherwise,
XPDDDATA.DB will be upgraded whenever Express Analyzer starts.
Since Express Analyzer does not attach XPDDDATA.DB read/write, the
upgrade will not be saved. Therefore, some users might have to wait for
files to be upgraded each time they start the product.
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Procedure: Upgrading XPDDDATA.DB

To upgrade XPDDDATA.DB, perform the following steps.

Step Action

1 Start Administrator. When it starts, Administrator automatically attaches
XPDDDATA.DB read/write, causing it to be upgraded.

2 Close Administrator. Closing Administrator automatically updates
XPDDDATA.DB.

Upgrading Express User Databases
Definition: Express user databases

The Express user databases are the databases that contain your data.

When upgrading is required

You might need to upgrade a user database if it was created with an earlier
version of Express or with an earlier version of Administrator.

Upgrading user databases in Administrator

In Administrator, when you attach a database read/write, its file version is
compared to the file version in Express. If the database needs to be
upgraded, you are asked whether to continue. If you choose to continue, the
database is upgraded.

Important: If you upgrade using Administrator

Be sure to make a backup copy before upgrading a database using
Administrator. Once a database has been upgraded, it may no longer be
usable with previous releases of Express.

Upgrading required by Express Analyzer

Upgrades that are required by Express Analyzer happen automatically. User
databases that are attached read/write are upgraded when they are attached.
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However, it is easiest to use Administrator to upgrade all the user databases
at once.

Related information

See the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide for information
about the following:

� Upgrading user databases

� Upgrading existing databases to Express Server 6.1.x

� Upgrading from Personal Express 5.0.x to Express Server 6.1.x

� Upgrading from a remote SNAPI connection to Express Server 5.0.x

� Upgrading from a Personal Express 5.0.x XCA connection to Express
Server 5.0.x

Upgrading Briefings
Briefings to upgrade

You should upgrade all briefings created in Express Analyzer by following
the procedure “Upgrading a briefing.”

If you have briefings that were created in Oracle Express Objects, they
must be upgraded in Oracle Express Objects. See Oracle Express Objects
Getting Started for more information.
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Procedure: Upgrading a briefing

To upgrade a briefing, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 Back up all the files that comprise the briefing. Briefing files have an
extension of .XBR.

Note:  This step is essential if you are upgrading from a release prior to
2.0.2. In this case, once you have upgraded the files, you will no longer be
able to open the briefing in the release in which it was created.

2 Start Express Analyzer and open the briefing you want to upgrade.

3 From the File menu, choose Save As  and save the file to a different
directory.

4 Run the briefing to verify that it runs successfully.
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